Construction of functional group reactivity database under various reaction conditions automatically extracted from reaction database in a synthesis design system.
To be able to estimate the reactivity of functional groups under certain reaction conditions, we have stored three types of data: (1) data of change or destruction of the functional groups by the conditions of the reaction conditions; (2) data showing no influence of the reaction conditions on the functional groups; and (3) data showing the relative reactivity of two functional groups in the presence of certain reaction conditions. These three types of data, considered together, form entities that are referenced as "interaction data". These interaction data are used in a synthesis design system called SYNSUP. A new module in our system has been constructed that automatically generates interaction data from the reaction databases. From 15 265 reactions in the database, our program selected 2763 useful reactions with yields of > or =90% and one functional group change. From these useful reactions, data regarding 465 interferences, 815 cases of inert functional groups (under the reaction conditions), and 62 relative rate data could be extracted. In addition, with the use of multiple relative rate datasets, the reactivity of more than two functional groups could be deduced.